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STJil?%RY 

An investigation was made in the B.A.C.A. 7- by 10~ 
foot w5nd tunnel to determine the aerodynamic characteris- 
tics of tapered and rectangular vings with partial-span .: 

plain flaps. Tno Clark Y airfoils equipped with centeri; --A 

section and with tip-section flaps vere tested. -~ 

The results showed that the aerodynamic characteris- 
tics of partial-span plain flaps nere, in general, sim- 
ilar to those of split flaps of the sane span, bit thank 
the lift and the drag nere loss for the ning with plaiti .- 
flaps than for the wing vith split flaps of conparable 
size. For the rectangular wing with center-section plain - 
flaps, the maximum lift and the lift-drag ratio at %5i- 
null lift vere greater,and the drag at naxfnun lift nas 
less than for the wing vith tip-section plain flaps 5f 

-.- 

the same size. The maximum lift of the tapered nfng var- i- -. 
ied in the same nanner as that of the rectangular wing 
but the drag and the lfft-drag-ratfo relationships mere 
opposite. 

IBTRODUCTIOU - ..- 

Ilany arrangements of ning flaps have been tested in 
wina tunnels and in flight. Partial-span flaps are em- 
ployed in nearly all cases so that part of the trailing -A 
edge cali be used for lateral control, and frequently a 
section must be cut out at the center to allow forhthe 

s fuselage. 
L 

Bind-tunnel tests of partial-span split flaps on rec- 
tangular and tapered rvings ha-re been reported in refer- 
ences 1 and 2.. The present investigation deais with simi- 
lar arrangements of plain flaps. ._ _- _._. 

.-A --. - I: _ .- -- 
-- =:A -w 
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APPARATUS AWD TESTS 
I 

frodel8. - The models used in these tests are Clark Y 
mings of laminated mahogany, each model having a span of 
60 inches and an aspect ratio of 6. One airfoil is rec- 
tangular in plan form (fig. 1) and the other is tapered 
5:l (fig. 2). For the tapered wing, the Clark Y profile 
was used at all sections along the span and the maximum 
ordinates of all sections were in a horizontal plane on 
the upper surface, 

The chord of the flaps is 20 percent of the wing 
chord at any longitudinal section for both wrings. The 
flaps mere deflected about the axes shown, the anglos 
bekng measured in a.plane normal to the axis of dofloc- 
tion. The gaps between flap and wing nero sealed for all 
tests. The flaps t-rere cut into sections to form ton 
flaps of equal span. 

Rind tunnel.- II--- The models fvere mounted on the stand- 
ard force-test tripod in the B.A.C.A. 7--by lo-foot closed- 
throat mind tunnel, which is described in detail in ref- 
erence 3. 1 

L 

. 
Tests.- The.tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 

16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air 
speed of about 80 miles per hour at standard sea-level 
conditions. 

Tests mere na'de with center-section and tip-section 
flaps 20, '40, 60, and 80 percent of the span deflected 60' - 
and with full-span flaps neutral and deflo_cted_60'. The 
angles of attack covered a range from approximately -14' _ 
to 2o", which included zero and maximum lifts. r 

RJZSULTS AITD DISCUSSIOB 
. 

Coefficients :.. 

.I, 

The results are given in the.forn of absolute cbeffi- 
cients of lift, drag, and p,itchfng moment. 

F 
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where 

Cm( 
M . 

a.c. lo = s;crs 

L is wing lift. 

D, wing drag. . -- --- - 

M, pitching moment about aerodynamic center of 
plain wing. 

9, dynamic pressure. - .> - -- ---- 

s, wing area. 

C9 mean mf'ng chord. 

The data have been corrected for the effects of the 
wind-tunnel j.et boundaries to aspect ratio 6 in free air. 

Iiectangular IPing 

Curves of lift, drag, and-center-of-pressufe'location 
for the rectangular wing with center-section flaps are 
given in figure 3 and curves of pitching moment in fi&e 
4. Similar curves for the rectangular wing vith tipisection 
flaps are given in figuzos.5 and 6. No unusual character- 
istics are shown, the values of CL, CD,‘ and c,(, c I 

increasing nfth increase in flap span. The peaks of'tho' 
lift curves are sharper and the stall occurs at a loner 
angle of attack for the vfngs with both the center-section 
and the tip-section plain flaps than for the plain ning. 

The values of CL,,, and of CD at CL,,, increase 

as the flap span-is incriased for the nlng e-quipped with 1 
either the center- or the tip-sectfon plafn flap (fig. 7). 
The ving nith the center-section flap has a-higher value. 
of GL I!lax 

and a loner value of CD' at fiLmax -thE tT-'"-'- -- 
- 
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wing with tip-soctlon flaps of equal span. 

The values of =P af; CLmax decrease with. increase 

of flap span except for the wing w$th a center.-section 
flap of span less than 0.20b. Lower values of L/D are 
obtained with the tip-section flaps than with the cent-er- 
section flap. 

The foregoing discussion indicates that, for landing, 
the advantage of the higher maximum lift obtained with fho 
canter-section flap might bo somomhat offset by the loner 
drag, and that a slower but flatter landing nould bo at- 
tainod with the centor-section flap. 

The curves of 11ft, drag, and center-of-prossure lo- 
CatLon for the wings with partial-span plain flap8 show 
the same general characteristics as those for a wing with 
partial-span split flaps (reference 1). The maximum lift 
and the drag at maximum lift for the ning with the plain 
flaps are less and the stall occurs at a somewhat lorrer 
angle of attack than for the wing rralth split flaps of the 
same size. (The data of reference 1 were corrected to 
aspect ratio 6 in free air for these comparisons.) 

r 

The difference in maximum lift for the wings with the 
center-sectfon flap or with tip-section flaps of equal 
span is less for plain flaps than for split flaps. It 
should also be noted that, whereas the drag is the same 
for the wings fitted with either tip-section split flaps 
or the center-section split flap, the wing with tip- 
section plain flaps,'hns higher drag than the one with,thQ 
cantor-section flap;,' 

Tapered tiing 

Plots of lift, drag, and center-of-pressure location * 
for the 5:1 tapered wing mith a center-section plain flap 
are given in ,figure '8, 'and pitching mononts are plotted 
in figure- 9. Plots of the same coofficionts for the ta- 
p'ored wing with tip-section flaps are,givQn in figurQs 10 
.and 11. It mill be noticed that the values of lift, drag, 
and pitching-moment coefficients increase as the flap span 
is inCrQ&sed, the magnitude of the fncremonts boing groat- 

.er for tho inboard sections than the outboard owing to 
difference in flappod area. The peaks o&the, lift.curves 
are not so sha,rp as those for the rectangular ning with 
partial-span plain flaps, and the angla of attack for maxu 
imum lift docreasos as the flap span is increased, 

& 

,’ 
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. 
mith the exception of the 0.20b tip-section flap, 

cLmax and CL at CL increase and max L/D at CL,,, 
decreases with increase in flap span (fig. 12). Because -- 

-- 

of the difference in flapped area, center-'section flap& - 

have the highest CL 
max 

and CD at CL and the lom- 
max 

est L/D at CLmax' SO that airplanes so equipped make 

the slonest and steepest landings'. 
- .-- -__ 

The lift and the drag of a tapered wing with partial- 
span flaps are less for plafn than for split flaps and --. ---- - maximum li'ft occurs at a loner angle of nWXok, as was the 
case for the rectangular wing (reference 2.). The center 
of pressure of the tapered wing is farther forvard nhen 
split. flaps are usea; the reverse was true Tor the rectan- 
gular ning. 

1. The changes in lift and drug vith flap span for 
both rectangular and tapered nings having partial-span _ 

plain flaps vere similar to-those for corresponding wings --, 
with partial-span split flaps. 

2. The maximum lift and the drag at maximum lift of 
a rectangular and of a tapered Clark Y wing havfng partial-.. - 
span flaps vere less for the sing nith _ula&n flaps than 
for the ning nith split flaps. 

3. The maximum lift and the lift-drag ratio at nax- 
inum lift of a rectangular Clark Y wing w%th partfal-span 

_..- 

plain flaps mere greater and the drag at maximum lift was 
less with a center-section flap than rrith tip-section _..- 
flaps of equal span. 

._.- 
4. The tapered Glark Y wing had a higher value of 

maxinun lift and of drag at maximum lift and a loTier value 
of lift-drag ratio at maximum lift when equipped mith a 
center-section plain flap than with tip-section flaps of 
equal span. .- 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-tory, 
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., August 15, 1938. 
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Figure 4.- Varirtiin of pitobi~ment ooeffiolent with angle of rttaok. Center-motion 
plain flap on the reoteqular Olark Y ring 8f = 600. 
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Tlgure 6.- Variation of pitohlng-moment coefficient with angle of attaok. Tip-motion 
pltin fbpe on the reotangular Clark Y ring. 6f - 60°. 
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